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Mobile Threat Protection
A security solution for your mobile workforce
to view and defeat evolving mobile threats

Overview

Highlights

Lookout Mobile Threat Protection (MTP) is the only enterprise

Protection against advanced threats

mobile security solution that can anticipate and defeat the next

Detect and remediate mobile threats such as

generation of mobile threats. With an easy-to-deploy endpoint

surveillanceware, trojans, or data leakers

agent on your employees’ devices, Lookout provides real-time

Detection of a compromised OS

threat data to a centralised admin console, allowing you to enforce

Identify devices that have been rooted or jail

security policies and protect against advanced attacks.
Our security approach is unique in the market, leveraging our
global sensor network of over 70 million users and applying our
predictive security technology to stop threats before they exhibit
malicious behaviour.
Consumers already love Lookout for mobile security, and we’ve

broken, even if they bypass MDM detection
View all sideloaded apps on your network
View and approve iOS and Android apps that
were installed outside of official app stores
Custom security policy
Create flexible security policies for user groups,
such as executives or global workers

optimised that experience for the enterprise through a lightweight

MDM integration

mobile application that preserves battery life, alleviates privacy

Connect with leading MDM solutions for simple

concerns, and can be distributed through your existing MDM

device provisioning and quarantine

solution. The result is best-of-breed security that does not impede

Lightweight iOS and Android app

business productivity, ensuring strong adoption across the

Deploy a beautiful endpoint app that protects

organisation.

user privacy while securing corporate data
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How It Works
Lookout’s Mobile Threat Protection is different from any other security product on the market. The solution consists
of our unique predictive security technology, a lightweight app that users trust, and a customisable admin console
that provides real-time visibility into threats and policy violations.
Lookout Security Platform

Admin Console

Lookout Mobile App
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Security policy creation: Within the admin console, the admin has the ability
to define the organisation’s security policy and risk response actions
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data from over 70 million mobile

the console or your MDM solution

users worldwide, with more than

Continuous endpoint telemetry: Devices communicate with the Lookout

intelligence dataset

operating systems
Threat detection: The Lookout Security Platform uses our predictive
security technology to notify admins of any threats before they exhibit
malicious behaviour
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• Only Lookout acquires security

Enroling devices: Mobile devices are then seamlessly enrolled through

Security Platform in real time to identify risks across mobile apps and
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The Lookout Difference

Response: When threats or policy violations are discovered, Lookout triggers
endpoint and cloud-based remediation based on your policy settings

11 millions apps in our mobile

• Only Lookout uses predictive
security technology to identify
threats that signature or
behaviour-based methods would miss
• Only Lookout has proven success
in designing mobile security
solutions loved by millions of users,
resulting in high user adoption
and lower TCO
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